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Welcome to Gold Miners, the concept of mining simulator Play2Earn 2D game running on Binance blockchain. 
Players are entering game through low fee NFT game entry ticket. 

Users can select various tools and equipment from NFT marketplace to grow mint. Additionally, players can 
attack other miners during their mining process and can also steal their backpack with minted coins. 

There is also an opportunity to create teams of players (up to 5 players) and speed up the minting process.

Teams will compete with each other in the form of robbing each other for the tokens mined in the last 24 hours, 
so that during the day there will always be a so-called Robbery Daily Window, during which the more 
experienced team will be able to steal tokens from the less experienced team.

The teams' achievements will be compared in statistics and tables as a form of competition and the best teams 
will be rewarded with miner accessories as well as tokens.

Each team has the opportunity to purchase a so-called Robbery Protection, which protects it for a certain period 
of time during the day, against robbery of other teams.

Whole mint process is covered by real physical miners like Ipollo, Antminer and others together with arising 
profit of GIC, GMT on CEX/DEX exchange.
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Carlos started working in the mine when he was 18 years old. The most 
powerful and experienced miner from our team of professional miners. 
Decades of experience in the mining industry and the most modern 
equipment required for the extraction of pure gold make it the right choice 
for the most demanding customers. Carlos has so far managed to extract 
gold worth 5.8 million USD, which is an exceptional performance even on a 
global scale. Primary mining -> Bitcoin – BTC.

There are five different types of miners, each minting different crypto currencies, a mix of crypto 
currencies. Still the main are Bitcoin and Ethereum.
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Sam, an exceptional, powerful and, of course, very experienced miner who can 
handle any challenge with ease. Sam started working in the mine when he 
was 19 years old, and his profession became his hobby at the same time. He will 
enjoy first-class mining equipment facilitating physically demanding work in 
the mines. So far, Sam has managed to mine 4.6 million USD worth of gold, 
and this result pushed him to the 3rd place among the top ten miners in the 
world. Primary mining -> Ethereum – ETH.
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Jacob has just recently joined our team of miners, and we are very happy to 
offer you this skilled and experienced miner who will mine you more gold than 
you expect. Jacob has been engaged in gold mining for 22 years, and has 
mined gold in almost all the world, most important mines. Jacob’s hobby is 
discovering new and unexplored gold mines, hidden deep below the earth’s 
surface. Jacob has managed to mine 4.1 million USD worth of gold so far, and 
this result pushed him to the 5th place among the top ten miners in the world. 
Primary mining-> Bitcoin – BTC and Ethereum – ETH.
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Born in Scotland, John moved to Australia as a teenager in 1998 to pursue a 
career in mining, earning him the nickname “The Hero of 98” for his role in 
leading one of the world’s most prominent mining companies. John has 
managed to mine 3.4 million USD worth of gold so far, and this result pushed 
him to the 7th place among the top ten miners in the world. Primary mining-> 
Zcash – ZEC.
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Born in New Jersey, Michael became one of the mining industry’s most prolific 
inventors, obtaining more than 20 patents for new equipment built to improve 
mines. While working in gold mills, he invented a method of separating fine 
solids from liquid that had an immediate impact on the mining industry. 
During his career, Michael was awarded the John Scott Medal for his 
engineering work. Michael has managed to mine 2.9 million USD worth of gold 
so far, and this result pushed him to the 9th place among the top ten miners 
in the world. Primary mining-> Bitcoin – BTC and Zcash – ZEC.
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Gold Miners web launch
Game entry tickets public sale
Gold Miners official token launch on BSC
Social media launch (Discord, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, Youtube)
Listing entrepreneurs for advertisement
Github, Gitbook, Medium
New staff hiring (Marketing, Business Development, etc)
Social media marketing

Q4/2022

Q1/2023

dApp launch on our platform
Gold Miners Play2Earn full game launch
Gold Miners token staking
DEX/CEX listings
Launching marketplace for NFTs.
NFT gifting for Game Entry ticket holders



Metaverse Game partnership announcement
Multiplayer feature enabled
Customized NFTs collections for teams
Characters gaining experiences from game and equipment

Q2/2023

Game is launching on www.goldmin.io webpage. There are 100.000 game entry tickets allocated and 
available as NFTs on BSC, which can be bought by our webpage directly. 

Price per ticket -  0.15 BNB.

Supported wallets – Metamask

APY/ROI – available in excel sheet, but it’s in range between 85-92% yearly depending on cryptocurrencies 
prices on market and electricity price.

All accessories / equipment to be fully tradeable via our own NFT marketplace launching on Gold Miners 
webpage.
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Why Gold Miners is launching in DeFi?
Gold Miners project is created to speed up the global adoption of crypto simplifying access and utility and 
improving its availability for all people around the world and to allow players to earn most valuable crypto 
currencies by playing the game.

Which crypto currencies are minted by miners?
The main is Bitcoin together with Ethereum. Further there is Zcash, Gold Investments Coin and Gold Miners 
Token.

How the profit from minting is collected?
Profitsin BTC, ETH, GIC, GMT, Zcash are generated automatically and players can withdrawal them each 24 
hours to their wallets. For Zcash profit is sent to Unstoppable Wallet specified by user.

What is the main value of Gold Miners project?
It offers a range scale of possibilities to allow users mint real tokens just by playing the game. Whole mint 
process is covered by real, physical miners, for GIC and GMT tokens it is generated by trading on CEX/DEX as 
well as their staking on our page.


